Leading Virtually
Microsoft Women@Microsoft Latam (Latin American)
Coaching Program
Our Goal
We created a coaching program to support leaders at Microsoft to
navigate leading and working remotely during challenging times.
The Women@Microsoft Latin America Coaching Program was specifically
designed to support leadership skills, managing teams and driving impact
remotely as well as creating success and generating energy during
challenging times.

Our Solution
We partnered with Giuliana Figueiredo, Marketing and Operations Director
of Caribbean and Women at Microsoft – Latam [Latin America] Lead and her
team to create an agile, flexible and easy solution to implement for the large
team quickly across the region.
The program started with a series of 3 Leading Virtually Group Coaching
Sessions, led by our coach on MS TEAMS focused on how to create structure,
safety and possibility virtually. The 1 hour sessions were a mix of reflection,
discussion, storytelling and sharing best practices. All leaders, male and
female, across the region attended virtual group coaching on MS TEAMS.
These sessions created a needed space for leaders to share issues,
challenges and solutions on leading virtually. In addition, 50 leaders were
invited to participate in 1:1 virtual coaching to support a specific personal
leadership topic of their choice. We collaborated all along the way to host the
calls, bring relevant content and provide monthly usage reports and track
success.

Our Results
The group sessions were well attended across all three sessions with
hundreds of male and female leaders actively participating and exchanging
their own stories and ideas. Leaders felt supported, validated, they had a
space to connect and they learned new strategies together.
In the 1:1 coaching, we had 100% satisfaction and 4.95/5 coach ratings. The
top 5 topics for coaching were: personal effectiveness, leading teams, leading
virtually, communication, career development and influence and impact.

Q&A With Giuliana Figueiredo
Marketing and Operations Director of Caribbean and Women at Microsoft –
Latam [Latin America] Lead
Q: What made you design this program?
A: Our Women at Microsoft LATAM are focused on helping to develop networking,
impact, and success of our female talent. Some topics that were identified as
critical were: leadership role models, increasing efficiency and impact on career
growth, and development and work life balance. During COVID-19 the multiple
roles of our Female Talent, impacted by new and intense personal routines,
exacerbated the need of support, tactics and a safety net to help them navigate
through the unknown. We created the sessions for Leadership – Creating Clarity,
Managing for Success and Delivering Impact in a VIRTUAL environment to foster
conversations, discussion of tactics and collective learnings on how to adapt,
respond and thrive in this new scenario we are in.
Q: What was the overall impact of the coaching program?
A: Besides the positive response in terms of participation (hundreds of Female
Talent attendees on each LIVE sessions plus the recorded access later) our
participants were eager to connect as a community and exchange ideas. The
positive feedback we received also showcased acknowledgement of the company
to help it's community feel supported during the pandemic. Our leaders felt
recognized on specific areas/ tasks and contexts of their personal life that could
be impacting them at work. “True commitment to D&I and an ERG like Women at
Microsoft, means that during challenging times like COVID-19, we make it our
priority to support our leaders. With Epiphany we found a partner that was able to
help create a trustworthy, candid and collaborative approach to engage with the
community and think through suggestions, practices and recommendations to help
each other thrive on finding balance, success and efficiency in this remote
environment – from big themes to tactical recommendations”
Q: How did Epiphany Coaches Support Your Team?
A: Epiphany was agile to develop and implement a structured approach to help us
discuss, depict, and navigate the top of mind issues the Women at Microsoft
LATAM community were experiencing, and had a great ability to orchestrate and
instigate deeply insightful conversations within the community that resulted into
practices, programs and pilots we tested and exchanged across the region.
GIULIANA FIGUEIREDO, MARKETING AND OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR OF CARIBBEAN AND WOMEN AT MICROSOFT
– LATAM [LATIN AMERICA] LEAD

See What Our Participants Had to Say!
“The coaching session was amazing... it provided me a really
useful insight I was looking for... thank you”
“This program worked really well.
Great to keep on this and talk about reducing gender
differentiation.”
“Coaching is extremely useful”
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Here are our results across all of our programs

